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For the sustainable growth of the textile industry in developed countries it is

recognized that a shift toward highly functional and added-value textiles is essential.

The demand for tailored surface modifications for water/stain repellence, long-term

hydrophilicity, enhanced adhesion, electrical, optical, anti-bacterial, and biocompatible

properties is therefore increasing. At the same time, the environmental restrictions

concerning wastewater produced by conventional textile finishing techniques are

becoming more and more severe. In this context, dry plasma processing is seen as

an attractive alternative method to add new functionalities to textiles. Special

requirements such as reel-to-reel processing, plasma penetration into the textile

structure, sizes and water content as well as investment and running costs (i.e. low

pressure vs. atmospheric pressure plasmas) need to be taken into account for a

successful application of plasma technology.

Plasma polymerization based on hydrocarbon and siloxane monomers mixed with

reactive gases enables permanent hydrophilic or hydrophobic textile surfaces, which

is already transferred to industry. Further developments aim in adhesion promoting

plasma polymers for improved fiber matrix adhesion in light-weight composite Plasma

polymers are further used as barrier layers for controlled drug release and as surface

functionalization for tissue engineering.

Sputtering of metals such as Ti, Ag, Au, Pt etc. on fabrics or fibers yields highly

reflective, electrically conductive textiles used for medical and smart textiles as well as

high fashion. In order to achieve a high washing fastness, the initial film growth

conditions need to be controlled. Such processes are also transferred to industry.

Even more advanced plasma coatings are based on nanocomposite structures by

co-sputtering during plasma polymerization. Filling factors of the metal compound

close to the percolation threshold enable sensor fibers due to the rapid change in

resistivity by e.g. water penetration.
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